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LEARNTEC 2024: Help shape digital education! 

 
Call for papers opened / Digital education topics from work, higher 

education and school can be submitted until 8 October 2023 

 

Karlsruhe, 11.09.2023. The call for papers for LEARNTEC - Europe's most 

important trade fair and convention for digital education in schools, universities 

and the workplace - has started. From 4 to 6 June 2024, the convention will be 

dedicated to the trends and topics of digital education in practice-oriented 

lectures, workshops and discussion rounds. It enables participants to 

experience the concentrated spectrum of digital education as part of the 

community and to exchange ideas with top-class experts from business and 

science. Interested parties have until 8 October to submit topics online in 

German or English or to suggest speakers and thus actively participate in the 

congress. 

 

"The LEARNTEC Convention is an important platform for innovations in the 

education sector and, with its latest topics, is always a step ahead of the trends. 

It shows where visions become reality. We invite you to use this unique platform 

to share expert knowledge, network and actively shape the future of education," 

say Sünne Eichler, Prof. Dr. Peter A. Henning and Micha Pallesche from the 

LEARNTEC Convention Committee. 

 

The Call for Papers for the LEARNTEC Convention focuses on the topics of 

digital learning in the professional environment. Submissions are welcome, for 

example, on learning content and its production, hardware and equipment, 

learning software and intelligent learning systems. However, education 

management and education culture as well as topics from personnel and 

coaching such as New Work and Modern Workplace Learning are also in 

demand. The LEARNTEC Convention Committee compiles essential parts of 

the congress programme from all submissions according to strict criteria. 

 

In addition, topics on digital education in schools and universities as well as on 

augmented and virtual reality can be submitted, which will be integrated into the 

trade fair's specialist forums, for example the AR/VR Area, the specialist 

programme university@LEARNTEC or the forum school@LEARNTEC. The 

search is on, for example, for best-practice examples from digital teaching in 

https://www.learntec.de/en/learntec/convention/call-for-papers/
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higher education or on the future of education systems as well as on teaching 

with digital media . 

 

All information on the topics and criteria of the Call for Papers as well as the 

submission documents are available on the LEARNTEC website. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 
About LEARNTEC  

LEARNTEC is Europe's largest event for digital education. Decision-makers from 

industry, the consulting sector, trade and sales, as well as from schools and universities 

come to Karlsruhe every year to find out about and exchange ideas on the possibilities 

of digital learning. The LEARNTEC congress imparts practical knowledge over three 

days. Open space sessions and open discussion rounds promote the exchange 

between speakers and participants.  

 

Further information is available online at www.learntec.de  

https://www.learntec.de/en/learntec/convention/call-for-papers/
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